
RECENT ADVANCES IN PSYCHO-ANALYSIS ’. 
BY ERNEST JONES. 

THE progress made in psycho-analytic knowledge during the past five 
or six years has been, in spite of the great external hindrances, very 
considerable, and in the attempt to  present it one is met a t  the outset 
by two special di5culties. In  the first place, the later researches have 
shown that  most of the problems in question are a’good deal more 
complex than was perhaps a t  first realised, though such researches have 
naturally had to be based on the earlier work; i t  is therefore impossible 
to  expound them without presupposing a knowledge of this earlier work, 
and I trust that  this unavoidable fact will be borne in mind by those 
who find some of what follows too abstruse or abstract. The second 
digculty in exposition is a more technical one, and is due to the multi- 
plicity and variety of the contributions made during the past few years, 
which makes i t  hard to group or arrange them in any clear way. This 
difficulty I have dealt with mainly by the simple procedures of omission 
and selection. I shall not, for instance, touch on any branch of applied 
psycho-analysis except in the purely clinical field, and even here there 
are many interesting contributions with which I shall not be able to  
deal, among them being, to  my regret, the valuable series of Pierce 
Clark’s on the subject of epilepsy(1). In  the narrower field itself thus 
circumscribed no general review of the literature will be attempted, this 
being now fortunately accessible elsewhere(2), and I shall merely aim at  
calling attention to a few of what I consider to be the main respects in 
which advance in our knowledge has been made. As may be anticipated 
from this definition, the work chiefly dealt with will be that of ‘Freud 
himself, ever the pioneer in our science. 

TECHNIQUE. 
One striking new departure in technique has been made, the import+ 

ance of which, however, cannot yet be estimated because i t  is relatively 
a t  its beginning. It consists in what Ferenczi has called “active therapy.’’ 
As is well known, our methods so far have been confined to  discovering 
and overcoming the resistances of the patient against his knowledge of 

1 Reed before the Medical Section of the Britiah Psychological Society, Jan. 21,1920. 
J. of Payoh. (Med. Seot.) I ‘ 4  
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his unconscious, making use of the transferences for this purpose, and 
relying on the patient’s desire for recovery as the main motive for 
carrying through the analysis. The rate a t  which this task was carried 
through was determined mainly by the varying psychical constellations 
of the patient, and so with few exceptions-such as, for example, the 
heIp derived from a general knowledge of symbolism-was largely in- 
dependent of the analyst. Now i t  has long been observed that the 
patient’s psychical constellation, on which the progress and duration of 
the analysis depends, fluctuates greatly according to both internal and 
external factors, and studies have been made of these varying mental 
states and the circumstapces influencing them. It became clear, for 
instance, that the efforts made by the patient to  carry through the 
analysis vary with his need of mental health and thus are usually greater 
in proportion to his suffering. Partial recovery from the symptoms, 
therefore, with consequent relief of suffering, or, again, an access of 
happiness from a changed external situation, very often has the effect 
of diminishing the patient’s efforts in the analysis, so that, however glad 
the analyst may be of such happenings on other grounds, he has good 
reason to fear their delaying influence on the course of the analysis. 
Too much comfort, happiness, or satisfaction of any sort can on occasion 
be detrimental to the interests of the analysis by lowering the tension of 
the energy a t  the patient’s disposal for carrying out the work needed of 
him, and i t  becomes a question whether in certain cases it may not be 
advantageous artificially to keep this tension up to  a desirable height 
by deliberately forbidding the patient to  indulge in various outlets for 
his pent-up feelings. It should be remarked that  this applies to the 
outlets which afford an unconscious relief far more than to  conscious 
enjoyments, and, further, particular stress should be laid on veiled forms 
of libidinous satisfaction, a s  Ferenczi (3) has well pointed out, the im- 
portance of libidinous impulses as the driving forces in the neuroses 
being a matter well recognised by all psycho-analysts. For this reason 
Freud (4) has formulated the rule that “the analytic treatment should be 
carried out, so far as  possible, in a state of abstinence.’’ By this he 
naturally does not mean abstinence from all pleasure, nor even abstinence 
from sexual indulgence, but only that  in the situation there should 
always be a certain element of deprivation, one which would be removed I 

by the success of the treatment. 
In  addition to  the series of didactic articles he has published on the 

regular technique@) Freud has pointed out respects in which ‘active’ 
deviations from this may be made according to  the type of case(4). 
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Thus he suggests that with an obsessional neurotic one should proceed 
until the idea of the analysis itself has become involved in the obsessional 
structure and then play off this obsession against the illness. Again he 
remarks that one can never cure a severe case of hysterical phobia if one 
allows the patient to shield himself entirely from the danger of an anxiety 
attack by means of the phobia; when the analysis is not making progress 
the patient should be got to expose himself to such an attack, of course 
of a mild order, when his analytic impulses will be strengthened and 
suitable material will be brought out. Mention should also be made of 
a series of technical points raised by Ferenczi (6)’ the most valuable being 
a criticism of Freud’s “golden rule” relating to the freedom of associa- 
tions where he discusses the ways in which the patient may exploit and 
misuse this. 

An extraordinary casuistic study of infantile sexuality which Freud 
has recently pubIished(7) is of interest for both treatment and aetiology. 
In the light of the material there presented he discusses a t  great length 
the validity of the ultimate constructions made towards the end of a 
complete analysis. One is often compelled to  infer a primordial scene 
(UTSC~TW) in the patient’s early life-in this case it was a t  the age of 
eighteen months-the later effects of which have been of decisive patho- 
genic importance, but the memory of which can no longer be recalled 
through any technical device. In some cases this primordial scene 
corresponds with a real occurrence, in others with a pure phantasy, and 
Freud raises the question whether such a phantasy, of which a typical 
example is the overhearing of parental coitus, must always have been 
based on some kind of individual experience or can be the product of 
inherited predisposition ; he inclines towards the latter view. Altogether 
of late he has devoted much attention to clarifying the psycho-anelytic 
theory of the aetiology of the psychoneuroses. Following on his essay 
entitled “Neurotic types of falling ill,” which was published before the 
war(8), he has discussed the subject fully in his recent introductory 
lectures on psycho-analysis(9). He sees the course of events somewhat 
as follows: partly as the result of a deprivation in the outer world, the 
libido seeks other outlets and tends to regress to earlier stages of develop- 
ment, especially to the points of its ‘fixation’ in childhood. These 
‘fixation-points are determined partly by inherited predisposition, partly 
by infantile experiences or phantasies; the libido finds its way back to 
them vicc unconscious phantasies in which they are still represented. 
If nothing but this regression takes place the result is a sexual per- 
version. If, however, as is so often the case, the form of sexual activity 

4-2 
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corresponding with the fixation-point is not in accord with the standards 
of the later ego-ideal, there arises a state of conflict between the two, 
in which the former is repressed and prevented from entering con- 
sciousness or from finding any kind of motor expression; this is the 
second, or internal deprivation. The wish in question is then subject to  
the mechanisms characteristic of the unconscious, displacement, con- 
densation, etc., and can reach expression, like the wishes of a dream, 
only after undergoing such distortion as renders them unrecognisable 
in consciousness. The relative importance of the three main factors, 
the deprivation, infantile experiences, and inherited predisposition, 
Freud conceives to be variable and mutually interchangeable, thus laying 
stress on a new element in his theory which he terms the ‘economic’ one 
as  distinguished from the ‘dynamic’ one. The same applies to  the 
relative strength of the forces appertaining to  the self and the sexual 
impulses respectively, and he points out how important for the origin 
of the psychoneuroses is the relative development of each of these two 
sets of impulses, the extent to which it is parallel in both, and so on. 

CHARACTEROLOGY. 

The first psycho-analytic contribution to this subject was FrCUdk 
article in 1908 on the anal character. The importance of this has been 
increasingly recognised of late years and recently I published a review (10) 
of what is now known of the respects in which the anal-erotic sensations 
of the infant influence character traits in later life; I was able to show that 
the extent and the manifoldness of this influence are far greater than 
anyone who has not investigated it could imagine. In an earlier work(11) 
I discussed the curiously close relation subsisting between hate and 
anal-erotism in both the normal and, more especially, in the obsessional 
neurosis, and Freud(12) has expressed the view that this combination is 
characteristic of a certain stage in normal sexual development which he 
terms the ‘pregenital’ stage because i t  antedates that in which the 
primacy of the genital zone is established. When, as is far from rare in 
adult life, there is a tendency to regression in the direction of this level 
of development, corresponding changes are manifested in the person’s 
character. Abraham has further shewn (13) that there exists a still earlier 
pregenital stage of development, which, from the prominent part played 
in i t  by the buccal zone, he calls the ‘oral’ or ‘cannibalistic’ one; 
fixations or regressions in connexion with this stage also can be accom- 
panied by typical character changes. 
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Freud has made a second contribution to this subject in an essay 

entitled “Some character types from psycho-analytic work ” (14). He 
describes here three types. The persons of the first type are distinguished 
by their making special claims to be treated as ‘ exceptions.’ It is true 
that we should all like to be treated by our environment as exceptions, 
as individuals to whom the strict rules of life should not apply as they 
have to with mere other people, and who should be granted special 
privileges in obtaining pleasure and in being spared the bitter demands 
of necessity. The people in question, however, not only desire this, but 
seriously maintain that they have an actual right to expect such special 
treatment on the part of their environment andof fate, and thischaracter- 
istic is a t  times so highly developed as to render its possessor impervious 
to argument and quite unable to see either the unreasonableness or the 
impossibility of their demands. Freud illustrates the type by the example 
of Richard 111, and states that in all the patients of the kind he has 
analysed he has been able to trace the origin of the character trait to a 
painful event in infantile life regarding which they knew themselves to 
be innocent and which they looked upon as an unjust injury; they then 
go through life claiming compensation for this in the form of exceptional 
treatment. It is probable that much of the specially privileged position 
claimed by women, and accorded to them, is the result of the idea that 
they were unjustly deprived of an important part of the body in early 
life, and the bitterness of so many daughters against their mothers is 
due in the lest resort to the reproach that they were brought into the 
world as girls and not boys. 

The second type, which Freud illustrates by analysis of Macbeth 
and Ibsen’s Rosmersholm, he designates as “those who are broken by 
success.” The subjects of this type display the peculiar reaction of 
breaking, usually in the form of a severe psychoneurosis, just when they 
attain the success for which they have long hoped and striven, thus 
presenting a curious paradox to the rule that a neurosis follows on some 
deprivatipn or disappointment. It is not hard, however, to solve the 
paradox. In the commoner cases an external deprivation leads to the 
internal deprivation which is the essential precursor of the neurosis, 
while in these rarer cases the internal deprivation alone suffices and is 
brought into play by the realisation of what had previously been treated 
by the ego as a harmless phantasy. As is well known, conscience often 
passes a very different judgement on the mere wish for a given action 
and the putting this into force in real life. 

The third type Freud terms “the criminal from guilty conscience.” 
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The persons of this type are not guilty because they have committed a 
forbidden act, but commit the forbidden act because they feel guilty, 
obtaining thereby a relief of this feeling. They displace their feeling of 
guilt on to the relatively mild offence, and ease their conscience by under- 
going penance in the form of the punivhment they provoke. Naturally 
the original sense of guilt had an older source, probably always arising 
ultimately from the Oedipus complex. It is an interesting question to 
ask how many actual criminals belong to  this class, excluding of course 
those who have no scruples of conscience, and one might add that Freud’s 
contribution throws some light on the curious fascination for the for- 
bidden which most educators have observed. 

Freud has continued his series of publications entitled “ Contribu- 
tions to  the psychology of love,” and I will refer only t o  the one that 
appeared during the war, on the subject of virginity. It is primarily an 
investigation of the curious fact, observed in many savage tribes, that 
the detloration of a woman is carefully entrusted t o  some other man than 
the future husband. After giving an account of the accompanying 
features of the rite, and the hypotheses that have attempted to account 
for it, he brings i t  into relation with the various reactions that  psycho- 
analysis discovers in regard to  the act of defloration. On the one hand 
this is often followed by a very special and lasting attachment to the 
man who performed the act, this being particularly marked when an 
unduly great resistance against sexuality had previously existed and 
is overcome by the first act or acts; a similar kind of ‘sexual depen- 
dence’ may sometimes be observed with men who had previously been 
impotent. At the other extreme are women who never love, and may 
even hate, the men who deflowered them; they are often, however, quite 
capable of forming a deep attachment to  another man, which is a 
psychological reason why many widows make successful second mar- 
riages. In  between these extremes are two instructive types of neurotic 
reaction; in one of these, where the mechanism resembles that  of the 
obsessional neurosis, both attitudes can coexist, namely love and hate; 
the other, by far the commoner, is the well-known hysterical anaesthesia 
or frigidity, where the hostility acts by neutralising and inhibiting sexual 
love. Freud enumerates four grounds for the hostility in queation which 
is so likely to be aroused by the first act of intercourse, and considers 
that  the deepest and most important is the “envy of the penie” that 
most girls experience to a greater or lesser extent, and which always 
lies behind the wish to be a boy. The hostility thus aroused may lead 
to a desire for revenge on the man who’ finally and definitely made them 
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into a woman. There are good reasons for thinking that in primitive 
times this hostile reaction was more prominent than it is now, when it 
has been largely counterbalanced by the enhancedimportance of psychical 
love, and it is to the desirability of avoiding this hostility that Freud 
ascribes the curious taboo of virginity among savage tribes, including 
the ceremony of having defloration performed by someone other than 
the husband. 

NABOISSISM. 
We now come to what I consider to be the two most important 

advances in psycho-analysis made in recent years, those relating to 
narcissism and metapsychology respectively. It will be remembered 
that the conception of narcissism formed no part of Freud’s earlier 
theory of sex, in which auto-erotism and object-love were contrasted 
with the non-sexual impulses of the personality-grouped together under 
the name of ‘ego-impulses.’ It was only the psycho-analytic investiga- 
tion of paraphrenia (dementia praecox) that led him to interpolate in 
his scheme of sexual development the stage to which he gave the name 
of ‘narcissistic,’ b.orrowing this term from the perversion which Have- 
lock Ellis had thus christened. He regards this stage as an intermediate 
one between the earlier auto-erotic one and the later one of object-love, 
partaking as it does of the qualities of both; in it the first love-object 
is found, namely, the self(l6). A distinction is thus made between the 
libidinous and the egoistic aspects of the self, and on the basis of this 
distinction the libido theory has been carried much farther than a t  first 
seemed possible, and has led to investigations which have thrown much 
light on the psychology of the ego itself; indeed, Freud sets such hopes 
on the results to be achieved by future researches in this direction that 
he anticipates they will make our pres6nt psycho-analytic knowledge 
seem small in comparison. 

What has been learned about narcissism has been derived mainly 
from three sources, from the study of two sexual aberrations, homo- 
sexual inversion and the perversion called narcissism, of the mental 
characteristics of children and savages, and, most important of all, that 
of the paraphrenias; further knowledge has been gained also from the 
observation of hypochondria, the, mental state in organic disease, and 
the psychology of love. These sources will now be considered in this 
order. 

The existence of the perversion called narcissism would probably not 
have in itself led to any wide conception of this aspect of sexuality, 
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though its occurrence in a pure form is of considerable interest. It was 
soon found that prominent features of the same tendency towards love 
and admiration of the self are characteristic of other conditions, notably 
homosexual inversion. This is, i t  is true, more striking in certain forms 
of inversion, particularly in that generally called the passive or feminine 
type, but the fact itself is easily observed in all forms and has often been 
illustrated in literature, for example, in Oscar Wilde’s Picture of Dorian 
Gray. In  all analyses bearing on the subject it is found that nar- 
cissism and homosexuality are extraordinarily closely related, and the 
conclusion was finally reached that the relationship must be of a genetic 
order. By that is meant that love of one’s own sex stands nearer to  the 
primary auto-erotism and narcissism than does love of the oppoRite sex, 
and that the former stage has first to  be traversed in the course of de- 
velopment before the latter, adult stage is reached. Homosexuality 
thus represents, in of course a very modified form, the undue persistence 
of an early phase in sexual development, one which normally is rapidly 
passed through in infantile life and again, on another plane, during the 
years of adolescence. In this connexion 1 may remind you of the essen- 
tial part that repressed homosexuality has been found to play in the 
causation of chronic alcoholism, of drug habits, and of paranoia, but as 
the work on these subjects is no longer recent and may even be described 
as fairly well known I shall not dwell on it here. 

In  children and among primitive people are to be observed a number 
of traits which, if they were met with among educated adults, would 
remind one of the megalomaniac delusions of certain forms of insanity (17).  
These are especially the sense of self-importance, the egocentric attitude 
towards the world, and evidences of the curious belief in the power of 
thought and wishes with which we first became familiar in the ob- 
sessional neurosis in the sympt’om known as belief in the “omnipotence 
of thought.” This is doubtless the key that leads to the understanding 
of magic, the belief in the magical power of words, and so on. Such 
observations confirm the conclusions arrived a t  elsewhere that  nar- 
cissism represents a.primitive stage in development. 

It was, however, the study of paraphrenia that has thrown the most 
light on the subject. The first point was one made by Abraham, as long 
ago as 1908W, who concluded that the withdrawal of libido from the 
objects of the outer world was of central importance in paraphrenia 
(dementia praecox), and attributed the characteristic megalomania and 
egocentricity of the disease to the return of this libido to the self. Attcn- 
tion may be called to the use of the word ‘return’ in thisconnexion. 
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It indicates the view ths t  all libido externally directed emanateaoriginally 
from self-love, is, so to speak, an outpouring from this central source, 
and that i t  can be later withdrawn from the external attachment. It is 
considered, further, that  within rough limits there is a mutual reci- 
procity between the amount of libido which remains attached to the 
self and the amount finding external expression. In  the course of a 
person's life libido frequently oscillates between internal and external 
expression according to  the opportunity for external attachment and 
other circumstances. A certain freedom of movement of the libido in 
both directions is requisite for mental health, though this of course 
varies to  some extent in different people. The characteristic of para- 
phrenia, on the other hand, seems to be a curious adhesiveness of the 
libido which makes i t  difficult or impossible for it to 0ow externally again 
after i t  has once been withdrawn to  the self. Paraphrenia differs from 
the psychoneuroses in that  the object-libido is re-converted into ego- 
Libido, whereas in the latter, although i t  is similarly withdrawn from the 
objects of the outer world, i t  remains attached to  phantasies of them, as  
we are aware from our studies of the unconscious mental life of neurotics, 
When the ego can absorb this quantity of dammed up libido there 
results the familiar megalomania, which corresponds with the intro- 
version of the neuroses; when i t  fails to do so there results hypochon- 
driacal anxiety, which is homologous to the morbid anxiety of the 
neuroses. Constant efforts are made to get the libido to move once more 
outwards, and it is these efforts which produce most of the startling 
symptoms of paraphrenia described in the text-books ; i t  is interesting 
to note that these usually described symptoms are really not a t  all 
symptoms of the disease itself, but of healing processes, the spontaneous 
efforts towards recovery. It may be said that a given case of paraphrenia 
presents three groups of manifestations: (1) those of the normality that  
still remains; (2) those of the disease process, such as the withdrawal of 
love and interest from the outer world, the megalomania, regressions, 
and hypochondria; (3) those of recovery, including the delusions, 
hallucinations, and most of the striking changes in conduct, all due to 
anomalous attempts to' effect a fresh contact with external reality. 
After this introduction we shall leave the topic of paraphrenia for the 
moment, returning to i t  later in connexion with that  of the structure of 
the unconscious. 

Ferenczip) has called attention to  the significance of the banal 
observation that  the subject of organic disease, especially of a painful 
one, commonly withdraws his love and interest from the outer world, 
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the former more strikingly than the latter. In  terms of the libido theory 
one would say that he has withdrawn, more or less, his libido from i b  
attachment to external objects and concentrated i t  on himself, to let i t  
once more flow outwards when he recovers. With a chronic disease this 
process may lead to local regressions and the formation of hysterical 
symptoms-an example being a nervous cough as a sequela to whooping- 
cough-a condition to  which Ferenczi would give the name of ‘patho- 
hysteria’; i t  diff era from the rather closely allied ‘ fixation-hysteria ’ in 
that the libido disturbance is secsndary t o  the organic disease instead 
of being primary to  it, as i t  is in the latter condition. These patho- 
neuroses are to, be distinguished from hypochondria, which has in common 
with them the association of bodily pain with narcissistic regression, by 
the fact that in this latter condition no organic changes are known to 
occur in the organs concerned; but Freud surmises that though this is 
so there may nevertheless be functional changes in these organs. He  
draws a comparison between such a painful and tender organ, which is 
somehow changed from its normal state and yet is not diseased in the 
ordinary sense, and the state of erection, in which an organ is swollen, 
congested, and the seat of manifold sensations. It has long been re- 
cognised that various parts of the body haeve an erotogenic capacity, 
that is, a capacity for having erotic sensations aroused in them and of 
behaving more or less like genital organs, and Freud thinks there is 
reason to  believe that erotogenicity may be a function of still more parts 
of the body than we had assumed, including many internal organs. 
If that is so, it may prove that the meaning of hypochordria is to  be 
found in disturbances of the loaal distribution of the libido, or in changes 
in local erotogenici ty ,  changes in the organs which would then produce 
results not dissimilar from what we see in many cases of organic disease, 
namely narcissistic regression. 

A sphere in which the importance of narcissism is clearly to be dis- 
cerned is that of love. As is well known, infantile experiences and re- 
lationships commonly exert an influence on the later choice of a mate, 
particularly, for example, in the impulse t o  seek someone to whom one 
can look up, as a child admires a d  looks up to his parrent; the attitude 
may of course go on  tc the further stage of desire for a partner who will 
protect, sustain, and support one. In  many analyses, however, par- 
ticularly in those of homosexuals, i t  has been found that the love choice 
procoeds quite otherwise, i t  being dictated not by the characteristics of 
the parent, but by those of the person himself; this may therefore be 
called the narcissistic type of choice of object. The two types are rarely 
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pure, most people showing the capacity to choose in either direction or 
in a mixture of both. There are interesting differences between the two 
sexes in respect t o  these two types of choice, though one should add that  
such generalisations are rough ones, subject t o  many modifications and 
exceptions. On the whole, however, i t  may be said that  the first-men- 
tioned type is more characteristic of the man and the second of the 
woman. The man more often attains the highest degree of object-love 
in which honour, respect, or even adoration is shown for the woman to  
whom he looks up. This ‘sexual overestimation’ of the object doubtless 
originates in the child’s narcissism, which is transferred first to the parent 
and later to the mate. In  the early stages of love so much libido flows 
outwards towards the object that the ego is relatively depleted, and a 
sense of personal inferiority and unworthiness results, the extreme forms 
of which, the lover’s doubts and moans, have often been depicted by 
poets. It is only when the love is answered that a state of equilibrium 
in the personality is restored and the ego again becomes rich. The most 
typical form of love among women, on the other hand, is not so much the 
desire to  love as  the desire to  be loved, and they become attached to the 
man who best fulfils this condition; this is especially true of beautiful 
women. A successfully carried out narcissism exerts a peculiarly strong 
attraction on many men, particularly on those of the most manly type. 
The appeal of the child to our affection is of a similar nature. It is as 
though one envied those who have been able to  retain that  happy mental 
state which the realities of life have forced one to give up oneself. There 
are nevertheless various ways in which the woman can also attain to 
full object-love. The most obvious is through her child, by means of 
which the narcissism gets transferred on to  an external object, which 
was originally part of herself. Another way is that  she may form a 
masculine ideal somewhat on the lines of the masculine traits of her own 
childhood, which have been suppressed as the result of the changes 
accompanying puberty. 

To sum up the influence of narcissism on the choice of a loved object: 
the narcissistic type may fall in love with 

(a) What one is oneself (or, indeed, actually with oneself). 
( b )  With what one once was. 
(c) With what one would like to  be, one’a ideal. 
(d) With what was once a part of oneself, the child. 

It may be added in connexion with the last-mentioned example that the 
narcissism of either parent may easily become transferred in excess to  
the child, to  the great detriment of the latter. Many parents, in their 
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characteristically narcissistic over-estimation of their child's virtues and 
overlooking of his defects, in their desire to spare their child all the 
necessary hardships of life, in their ambition that the child should fulfil 
their own unsatisfied ideals, once more renew in this way their own long 
lost narcissism. 

Freud then develops the theme of the evolution of narcissism in the 
individual, and the disturbances to  which it is exposed in the course of 
growth. It rapidly gets restricted through the agency of many factors, 
among which that of the castration complex in boys, the envy of the 
penis in girls, often attains a pathogenic significance. It is probable that 
the ego-libido never becomes entirely transformed into object-love, but 
what does not become so transformed does not necessarily remain in its 
original state. Another important part becomes displaced in the in- 
teresting process which Freud calls the formation of an ego-ideal. This 
is largely built up from social and ethical ideas implanted by the parents 
and other educators, and the love which in infancy belonged to the real 
ego now gets transferred to the ideal one; the narcissistic origin of ideals 
explains much of their otherwise inexplicable strength and importance 
in life. The difference between the process of idealisation and that of 
sublimation seems to be somewhat as follows: in sublimation there is a 
deflection away from a sexual goal, which is by no means necessarily 
the case with idealisation, for a sexual object itself can be idealised. 
Sublimation is purely a matter of the object-libido, idealisation can 
concern either object-libido or ego-libido. Sublimation refers rather to  
a change in the impulse, idealisation in the view taken of a given object. 
The two processes are therefore not identical. For instance, idealisation 
usually calls for sublimation, but it does not follow that this will take 
place, for that depends on other factors: i n  neuroses i t  is common to find 
undue idealisation combined with defective power of sublimation, 
leading therefore to intense conflict between the ego and the libidinous 
impulses. Idealisation greatly favours repression, and represents the 
part of the ego opposed to repressed tendencies ; sublimation represents 
one of the outlets for such tendencies. 

Freud considers that there is a special faculty present in the ego the 
function of which is to assure the narcissistic satisfaction given by the 
ego-ideal, and he identifies i t  with the conscience. I n  a study of the 
delusion of observation he points out that here there occurs a dissocia- 
tion of this faculty from the rest of the ego, when the patient hears the 
voice of conscience projected as an outer voice. He  further identifies 
this watching conscience with his dream censorship, the existence of 
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which-or rather the name for which-has been the matter of so much 
criticism in this country. In  a similar connexion he makes a number of 
contributions to  the subjects of self-confidence, the psychology of love, 
and the understanding of crowd psychology, which I have no space here 
b consider. 

The application of the theory of narcissism to the subjects of dreams, 
sleep, and melancholia will be discussed presently, and I shall close this 
section by a few remarks on its relation to  the problems of war shock. 
Basing myseif on Freud’s recent analysis of the nature of normal fear 
and its relation to  neurotic anxiety, where he dissects i t  into the three 
components of anxious preparedness, suitable motor activities, and the 
state known as developed anxiety, I have sketched a theory of the fear 
which undoubtedly is behind most, or all, of the symptoms of war 
shock (20). My suggestion‘ that this emanates from repressed ego-libido, 
so that war shock would rank as a narcissistic neurosis, has been inde- 
pendently confirmed by Abraham, Ferenczi, and Simmel(21), and has 
also been borne out by my expeGence in the two years that  have elapsed 
since writing on the subject. This experience has also strengthened my 
suspicion, which I did not mention a t  the time, that repressed homo- 
sexuality plays a prominent, and perhaps essential, part in the aetiology 
of this neurosis. It is likely that  the same holds good for all cases of 
traumatic neurosis, but our experience here is as yet too limited to  make 
definite statements. 

METAPSYCIIOLOGY. 
In the last couple of years Freud has made a number of tentative 

beginnings towards the investigation of a new branch of Rcience to  which 
he gives the name ‘metapsychology’(22). He suggests this term to 
denote a psychology which will regard every mental process from three 
points of view; namely, the dynamic, the topographical, and the eco- 
nomical. ’Interest in these points of view does not indicate an altogether 
new tendency in his work, for there have been hints of them even from 
its first inception, though they have certainly been insufficiently appre- 
ciated by those who have concerned themselves with psycho-analysis. 
To take them in order: Freud has always been less interested in the 
mere interpretation of symptoms, dreams, slips of everyday life, and 
other material he has analysed, than in the dynamics of the mechanism 
producing these phenomena, thue differing from most of his readers and 
perhaps also of his followers. It may indeed be said that, although his 
interpretative work has perhaps be= more sensational and has cer- 
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tainly attracted more the attention of the casual reader, nevertheless, 
indispensable as this was, i t  is not really so important as his discoveries 
regarding the actual forces a t  work and their relation to  one another. 
This dynamic conception, for example of the neuroses, represented a 
striking advance on the more static conceptions of Janet and Morton 
Prince. In  speaking of Freud’s topopaphid  conception of the mind one 
refers to  his endeavour to survey mental processes from the point of 
view of their psychical locality, to  learn something about the spatial 
relationships of different mental functions. He holds that  mental pro- 
cesses will possess certain characteristic attributes according to the 
region of the mind in which they are; the differences between conscious- 
ness, the preconscious, and the unconscious are the great exemplifica- 
tions of this. By an economical point of view Freud means one in which 
the attempt is made to ascertain the laws covering the production, 
distribution, and consuniption of definite quantities of psychical excita- 
tion or energy according to  the economic principle of the greatest advan- 
tage with the least effort. 

Freud has approached this subject in a series of five essays@), and 
I shall select a few of the main points from them in order. He  begins 
with an attempt to clarify our psychological conceptions of instinct, and, 
starting with the physiological conception of the nervous system as a 
reflex apparatus the function of which is to  avoid stimuli or abolish their 
effects, he points out the differences between stimuli of instinctive origin 
and those emanating from without. Because the former cannot be dealt 
with by any form of motor flight, as the latter can, bu t  only by compli- 
cated ways of altering the outer world so as to  bring about suitable 
changes in the internal source of stimulation, known as satisfaction, he 
considers that it is the instincts, and not external stimulation, which 
are the true causes of progress and have led to thc present complexity 
of the nervous system. As the mind seems to be regulated throughout 
by the pleasure-pain principle, he thinks that this must mirror the way 
in which stimuli are dealt with in general, and he correlates.pleasure 
with a relief of excitation and pain with an increase of it. After a number 
of considerations on the nature and characteristics of instincts in general, 
and the fate they undergo in development, he illustrates his views by 
taking the example of the sexual instinct, the one which the nature of 
their material has compelled psycho-analysts to  study most fully. Tho 
destiny of such an instinct would seem to lie in one of four possible 
directions: reversal into its opposite; turning against the subject; re- 
pression ; and sublimation. It essentially depends on the instincts being 
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subjected to the influence of the three great polarities that govern mental 
life, namely, the biological one of activity-passivity, the real one of 
self-outer world, and the economical one of pleasure-pain. The inter- 
relationships of these three polarities, which sometimes coincide with 
and sometimes cross one another, are distinctly complex, and are dis- 
cussed by Freud a t  some length. For instance, the contrast of active 
and passive cannot be identiiied with subject and object (self and outer 
world); the subject is passive towards the object in so far as it receives 
stimuli from it, active when i t  reacts to these, and especially active 
towards the outer world when stimulated by an instinct. Again, subject 
and object can only be ideritified with pleasure and pain (or indifference) 
respectively in the beginning of life,-soon the subject is separated into 
a pleasurable part and a painful part which is projected into the outer 
world, while a t  the same time the outer world is divided into a pleasure- 
giving part which is incorporated (introjected) into the self and the oppo- 
site of this which remains distabteful or indifferent, the stage being thus 
attained which Freud refers to as that  of the “purified pleasure-self.” 

The first two processes mentioned are dependent on the narcissistic 
organisation of the ego, and show traces of this in their development. 
The reversal into the opposite may occur in two quite distinct ways. 
There may be a change in the instinct from active to passive, such as from 
Badism into masochism, ‘ observationism ’ into exhibitionism, loving into 
being loved, or there may take place a reversal of the content, of which 
the only example known is from love into hate. Freud analyses fully 
the genesis and relationship of love and hate, and shows that they are 
not simple opposites. He  maintains that  they arise from independent 
sources, that  hate rather than love represents the earliest attitude 
towards the outer world, that hate stands throughout in the closest 
connexion with the instinct of self-preservation, and that the apparent 
transformation of love into hate sometimes seen is not so much what i t  
appears to  be as a regression to a sadistic pre-genital level in which the 
erotic relation to  the object is still preserved. The turning against the 
subject is a change in the instinct which is curiously related to the one just 
considered. Freud illustrates i t  by tracing in detail the genesis of the two 
pairs, sadism-masochism and observationism-exhibitionism, and holds 
that the first mentioned of these in each pair is always the primary. He 
finds that, for inst’ance with sadism, the active attitude is first mani- 
fested towards an object in the outer world, then turns against the 
subject (at which stage i t  remains in the obsessional neurosis, in the 
form of self-torture), and only then is changed to  the passive one of 
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masochism by getting an object to play the active part; even here, 
however, the person probably obtains a double pleasure, on the one hand 
sexual excitement a t  suffering pain, and on the other sadistic enjoy- 
ment through unconscious identification of himself with the active object. 

In  the next essay Freud discusses the third of the above-mentioned 
possibilities, namely, repression. Repression is something between 0ight 
and condemnation by judgement, its sole function being to avoid the pain 
that would be inflicted on the ego through the pleasurable Batisfaction 
of one of its instinctive impulses. Its essence corisists in the keeping from 
consciousness knowledge of the impulse. It is not the earliest form of 
defence mechanism against an impulse, bein’g preceded by the two dis- 
cussed above, the reversal of an impulse and its being re-directed against 
the subject. The repressions of later life are only possible in regard to  
derivatives or other connexions of the primordial repressions which take 
place in infancy. The representatives of an impulse in a state of re- 
pression undergo special changes and forms of growth. The state is 
maintained by a pressure steadily exerted from the direction of eon- 
sciousness, but i t  is a mobile and variable one, depending on many 
factors. The derivative of a repressed complex, for example, finds its 
passage into consciousness easier the more distant is its association with 
the complex, the greater is the distortion i t  has undergone, the weaker 
is the energy with which i t  or its complex is charged, or if special technical 
devices are present, the best known of which are those of wit. The aim 
of repression may be said to  have failed, even though the given idea is 
kept back in the unconscious, when the accompanying affect leads to 
distrKqs (Unlust)  in consciousness, usually in the form of morbid anxiety. 
Repression would seem to be always accompanied by the formation of 
substitutes, though the two processes only occasionally coincide in form, 
for instance in the reaction-formations characteristic of the first stage 
of the obsessional neurosis. The formation of symptoms is not an im- 
mediate result of repression, but is due to what Freud terms “the 
return of the repressed material,” and of course only occurs when special 
conditions arc fulfilled. He  then illustrates his views by a comparison 
of the mechanisms in the different psychoneuroses. He remarks that in 
conversion-hysteria the repression more often Aucceeds in its aim of 
abolishing pain from consciousness than in anxiety-hysteria, referring 
to the familiar “belle indifference des hysthriques”; the success is of 
course not always complete, for many bodily symptoms are disagree- 
able, and further, the formation of so many substitutes can prove of 
serious disadvantage in life. 
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The third essay Freud devotes to the nature and relationships of the 

unconscious. He begins by defending with a convincing logic the justi- 
fication for accepting the idea of unconscious mental processes, but I do 
not think I need detain this society with the arguments used, though 
they should be of interest to  the philosophers who still gefuse to  accept 
this idea. He  then points out the confusion there exists between the 
conception of the unconscious as simply comprising all mental processes 
of which we are not aware and the more recent psycho-analytical one 
of a system or region of the mind having certain peculiar character- 
istics. In  this connexion the di5cult question is raised of the precise 
difference between an unconscious idea and a conscious one, and what 
happens when the former is converted into the latter. Of the two possi- 
bilities, a topographical conception according to  which a fresh imprint 
of the idea is formed when i t  is made conscious, so that  the old imprint 
can still subsist in the unconscious, and a functional one according to  
which a change occurs in the state of the idea, he inclines for various 
reasons to the latter, but points out later on that  the di5culty comes 
partly from the question having been badly put, and that  the essential 
change is of another order, which we shall presently come across. I n  
discussing the vexed question of- whether the unconscious comprises 
affects as well as ideas, he concludes that the real effect of repression is 
to hinder the excitation of an instinct from being transformed into 
affective expression, and that it owes this power to  the circumstance 
that the outlets to affectivity (the bodily accompaniments of emotion) 
are to  a great extent under the control of the preconscious, though, i t  is 
true, not so completely so as are the outlets to  motor activity. When 
the repression is unsuccessful the affective process is able to  develop, 
usuany in the form of morbid anxiety, but in most cases only after a 
suitable substitutive idea in the preconscious has been discovered, to 
which the affect becomes attached; an outlet is in this way afforded for 
the affect. In  repression the preconscious is invested with a counter- 
charge' (of interest, etc.), and if the repressed idea has ever been pre- 
conscious itself it is divested of its preconscious charge, which is probably 
used to reinforce the counter-charge, while i t  receives itself another 
charge from its unconscious associations, Almost always a substitutive 
idea in the preconscious comes to  replace the repressed one, and the pre- 
conscious counter-charge is then localised to this. The whole process is 
beautifully illustrated by the growth of a phobia. The repressed impulse 

aerman Bes&ung. 
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can manifest itself only in the form of anxiety, and this very soon gets 
attached to a suitable symbolic idea in the preconscious, which now can 
be stimulated either by an urge from the repressed impulse or by contact 
with the object corresponding to the idea, for instance an animal. If the 
person succeed? in altogether projecting the idea outwards he is safe 
from an attack of anxiety so long as he can, by suitable measures, avoid 
the external stimulation of the idea; he can then treat an instinct like 
an external stimulus and deal with i t  by means of flight. In  most cases, 
however, the forward urge of the unconscious impulse compels him to 
localise the substitutive idea still further by investing its preconscious 
associations with a further counter-charge, a process which can go on 
indefinitely; this is what is called clinically the radiation'of the phobia. 

Freud goes on to  enumerate the characteristics of unconscious mental 
processes. They are incapable of mutual contradiction, contain no idea 
of negation, and have no relation to  time or to  external reality; they are 
regulated solely by the pleasure-pain principle, and show the attributes 
of what Freud in the Traumdeutung called the 'primary process,' i .e. they 
undergo condensation and displacement with extraordinary freedom. 
Preconscious processes have exactly the opposite characteristics, a 
special feature being the capacity to  inhibit any tendency towards dis- 
charge on the part of a significant idea. As to the relations between the 
two  mental systems : the unconscious can be only slightly influenced 
from the side of consciousnesg; a very sharp division between the two is 
a mark of morbidity. When certain conditions are fulfilled, even a re- 
pressed unconscious impulse can cooperate with and reinforce a conscious 
one, without altering its state of repression otherwise. Preconscious 
derivatives of unconscious impulses have peculiar features, and are 
subject to a second censorship before being allowed to pass froni the 
preconscious into consciousness, one which is non-existent for other 
preconscious processes. 

It is from the study of paraphrenia that there is most to be learned 
about the differences and relationships between the unconscious and 
consciousneas. In  this disease a striking feature is the way in which the 
patients will utter freely what one would have expected to  be un- 
conscious and repressed, the censorship between the two mental systems 
having apparently been abolished, and the question arises what is 
the connexion between this and the other fundamental feature men- 
tioned earlier, namely, the withdrawal of the libido from external objects 
on to  the self. This dificult problem has been interestingly solved by 
Freud through a study of speech in paraphrenia, in a way that  also throws 
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light on the whole matter of the difference between conscious and un- 
conscious ideas. He starts from two fairly familiar observations and 
one original one. The first is the tendency paraphrenics have to express 
their ideas in terms of their bodily organs, so that one might term their 
language an ‘organic’ one. The second is the notable extent to which 
words are with them subject to the ‘primary process’ of condensation 
and displacement, with which one otherwise only meets in the un- 
conscious. The new observation was that symbolism in paraphrenia 
depends far more on the idea of words than on that of things, and re- 
flection on this brought Freud to realise that the most fundamental 
distinction between a preconscious idea and an unconscious one is that 
the former is made up of an idea of the object together with an idea of 
the corresponding word, whereas the latter consists only of the idea of 
the thing. From this conclusion follows an explanation of many impor- 
tant features of mental development, especially as regards the function 
of consciousness, which there is not time to expound here. It may be 
remarked incidentally that what repression of an unconscious idea 
essentially resists is its being translated into the words connected with 
the object. As to the paradox in paraphrenia that in spite of the with- 
drawal from the outer world, which one.would expect to affect most the 
more conscious levels of the mind, it is nevertheless the conscious attri- 
butes of thought, namely, words, that are most heavily charged with 
interest, Freud thinks that this feature represents a secondary healing 
process, an attemptr to regain contact with the outer world, which takes 
a path that is on the whole the reverse of the normal, proceeding,. that 
is to say, from consciousness towards the unconscious. 

In the fourth essay Freud reviews the theory of dream in terms of his 
metapsychology, and in the light of the recent conception of sleep as a 
state essentially consisting in a restoration of the most complete form 
of narcissism, the wish to return to the mother’s womb. As is known, 
the dream is the way in which the mind deals with disturbing thoughts 
from which it has failed to withdraw all interest, as it has done with 
other thoughts. These preconscious thoughts, remains from the mental 
activity of the preceding day, get reinforced from the stirring of an un- 
conscious impulse with which they have become associated either on 
the day before or during sleep, and build thus a wish-fulfilment phantasy, 
the idem of which undergo both a temporal and a topographical re- 
gression to the primary perceptual system. The results of this regression 
are projected outwards as on to a stage and are accepted by conscious- 
n m  as complete reality. The formation of dreams shows interesting 
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differences from that of paraphrenic phenomena. In  the latter there is 
no topographical regression, only a temporal one. In  paraphrenia words 
themselves are subject to the ‘primary process’ of condensation and 
displacement: in dreams this is only exceptionally the case, namely, 
with words heard or read on the preceding day; otherwise any dream 
operations on words are only preparatory to the regression to the ideas 
of objects, and i t  is these ideas that are subject to  the ‘primary process.’ 
In paraphrenia there is no intercourse between the investments of words 
and those of objects, in dreams such intercourse is unusually free. 

Freud then discussea the nature of hallucination and the way in 
which consciousness is deceived as to  its reality. He finds, by com- 
parison of dreams with various psychotic states, that this deception can 
occur only when a thought has undergone regression through the un- 
conscious memory-traces of objects to the primary perceptual system, 
and considers that the capacity to distinguish reality from illusion is a 
function of this system, the fundamental test being the ability to  abolish 
a perception by means of appropriate motor activity. He regards this 
‘testing of reality’ as one of the distinct institutions of the ego, by the 
iide of conscience and the censorship, and points out that in acute 
hallucinatory confusion (Meynert’s amentia) this becomes split off from 
the rest of the ego. Consideration of the topography of the repression 
process in different conditions leads to  the conclusions that in dreams all 
systems of the mind are divested of their charge of interest, in the 
psychoneuroses those of the preconscious, in paraphrenia those of the 
unconscious, and in Meynert’s amentia those of consciousness. 

In  the last essay of the series Freud solves many of the riddles of 
melancholia, as he has before those of many other neurotic and psychotic 
affections. He starts by analysing the dynamic mechanisms operative 
in the state of normal grief, by means of which the desire to live is 
ultimately enabled to triumph over the wish to die and share the fate 
of the lost object, and love becomes gradually released from its former 
attachment and free to form new ones. Melancholia differs from this 
normal process both in its outcome and in certain of its manifestations. 
The symptoms of painful depression, abrogation of interest in the outer 
world, loss of capacity to love, and inhibition of effort, are common to 
both, but, whereas in grief i t  is the world that  is felt to be poor and 
empty, in melancholia it is the self that feels poor, worthless, and per- 
vaded with a conviction of (especially moral) inferiority. Further, the 
loss that has been endured is an unconscious one, not, as with grief, a 
conscious one. Careful observation shows that the abuse which a melan- 
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cholic heaps upon himself really represents complaints directed against 
a person he formerly loved, and this is the reason why he is not ashamed 
of his supposed deficiencies and does not behave as though they were 
true, conduct.ing himself rather as someone who has been unjustly 
wounded. What has happened is that after some disappointment or 
injury connected with the loved person he has withdrawn his love from 
this object, but instead of transferring it to a new one, as the normal 
person would, or introverting it on to unconscious phantasies, as the 
neurotic does, or, again, applying i t  to  the ego, as the paraphrenic does, 
he replaces it by a narcissistic identification of the self with the former 
object, there being in this process doubtless a regression t o  the original 
narcissistic way in which he fell in love. Analysis seems to  show that  
three conditions are necessary for this outcome: first an actual loss, as 
in grief, though the loss is more often due to disappointment than to 
death; secondly the combination of a strong narcissistic fixation on the 
loved object with a lack of resistance in its investment; and thirdly a 
marked ambivalency, as in the obsessional neurosis. The ego thus be- 
comes split; one part, t o  which the conscience belongs, can criticise, 
abuse, and hate the other part formed by fusion with the idea of the 
object. It is this ability to  treat the self as an object which makes suicide 
possible, and there iR an interesting discussion of this matter. Freud 
incidentally contrasts the narcissistic identification present here with the 
common hysterical identification, in which, on the contrary, some con- 
nexion with the idea of the real object is retained. The fixation-point 
characteristic of melancholia, which is intermediate between the fixa- 
tion-points of paraphrenia and the obsessional neurosis, he places in the 
first pregenital stage known as the oral phase of the libido; doubtless 
to be correlated with this is the fact that  also the psychology of melan- 
cholia is intermediate between that of these two affections. He does 
not maintain that  his conclusions are valid for all forms of melancholia, 
and thinks i t  possible that  certain forms might be produced by a toxic 
impoverishment of the ego-libido. In  conclusion he discusses the more 
obscure problem of mania as  representing the triumph of the opposite 
side of the ego in the intrapsychical con0ict. 

. At the end of this review 1 am even more conscious of its deficiencies 
than I expected at the beginning to  be, and can only hope from i t  that  
i t  will serve to  stimulate some of you to study a t  first hand the works 
with which I have doalt so inadequately. It is only fitting that  I should 
conclude by expressing one’s gratulation and indebtedness to Frofessor 
Freud that he has been able t o  accomplish so much in the most trying 
and difficult circumstances. 
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